
Multi-Cue™

There are four USB ports [H]; each has its own set of command buttons [A]. Each has an enable/disable

switch [C] as well as a status indicator LED [B] showing green for enabled, yellow for disabled and off for

not connected. Global command buttons [D] simultaneously trigger all enabled ports to send their

programmed keystrokes.

Activation by a remote transmitter can be blocked [E] in order to limit operation to local command

buttons. Custom sound files can be uploaded and audio cues be turned on or off [F]. They are heard

through an onboard speaker or a stereo 1/8 inch audio jack [O]. Light cues can be made bright, dim or

off [G].

Interconnection of Cue Lights

Additional Multi-Cues or other DSan cue lights may be interconnected using Cat-5 cable via in-out RJ-45

jacks [L], or via network interface [K]. Model Multi-CueWF provides wireless network connections (WiFi).

Only the global commands are output to connected devices. These commands will trigger whatever USB

ports are enabled on any of the interconnected cue lights. Individual port navigation commands are not

passed externally except when Multi-Cue is in slave mode.

Master-Slave

In the slave mode, a Multi-Cue can send

trigger commands (for all or individual USB

ports) to a Multi-Cue master and can display

the enabled/disabled status of the master's

USB ports. It cannot trigger any keystrokes to

be sent from its own USB ports.



To put Multi-Cue in the slave mode, press and hold the RF button [E] for 5 seconds until it turns red. It

displays red intermittantly. In between, it displays the status of the master's wireless receiver (Green for

active, dark for off). Connect to another Multi-Cue (in the Master mode) either by a Cat-5 cable using

the RS-485 ports [L] or over a TCP network [K]. See Networking below. To return to the master mode,

press and hold the RF button for 5 seconds until it turns green or is off.

iPad Control

An iPad / iPhone app, available from iTunes, allows remote control of Multi-Cue when connected via

Bluetooth (Model Multi-Cue BT) or WiFi (Model Multi-Cue WF).

The app acts as a slave Multi-Cue and can pass trigger commands to the master to control individual USB

ports or to all ports simultaneously. The app can control up to 15 computers connected to 4 Multi-Cues

that are uniquely addressed via a DIP switch [J].

Each Multi-Cue must be interconnected via the RS-485 ports [L] or be connected to the same TCP

network. (One Multi-Cue must be configured as a server. See Networking below.)

Alternatively, Multi-Cue may be controlled from popular touch panel or show control systems by using

DSan's RS485-RS232 adapter, Model TP-2000X. An API provides options to display buttons and

enabled/disabled status indicator LEDs as well as the command cue lights.

Networking

An Ethernet port [K] allows Multi-Cue to connect to a network. Use the onboard application, accessible

from the USB configuration port [M], to set network parameters - client or server, IP and Gateway

address as well as Subnet mask, connection port and DHCP options.

When connecting two or more Multi-Cues to the Network, one must be configured as a a server with a

fixed IP address and port number. Other Multi-Cues are configured as clients and usually will get their IP

address dynamically from the host controller - the router. A green light on the network jack [M]

indicates a successful connection to the network. The yellow light indicates that Mulit-Cue is

communicating with another Multi-Cue.

WiFi

Model Multi-CueWF contains an integrated WiFi module. In addition to setting the network parameters

as above, to connect to establish a network connection via WiFi, it is necessary to specify the name of

the network as well as any security password.



A special wireless network that does not require connection to an access point or host controller may be

created by two or more Multi-Cues by selecting Adhoc mode. In this mode, each Multi-Cue must be

assigned a unique IP address but the same SSID or network name.

Remote Control via RF

Any DSan cue light transmitter can remotely trigger Multi-Cue as long as the RF channel matches that of

the transmitter via the 8-position DIP switch [N]. However, special transmitters are supplied with Multi-

Cue that offer selective port control. With Multi-Cue's DIP switches 7 and 8 set to ON, a transmitter set

for 7 ON + 8 OFF will trigger USB ports 1 and 2 (if they are enabled). A transmitter set for 7 OFF and 8 ON

will trigger USB ports 3 and 4 (it they are enabled). All other switches must match. When Multi-Cue

switch 7 + 8 are OFF, transmitters will activate all enabled USB ports.
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